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Feature Extraction by Rotation-Invariant
Matrix Representation for Object

Detection in Aerial Image
Guoli Wang, Xinchao Wang, Bin Fan, and Chunhong Pan

Abstract— This letter proposes a novel rotation-invariant fea-
ture for object detection in optical remote sensing images.
Different from previous rotation-invariant features, the proposed
rotation-invariant matrix (RIM) can incorporate partial angular
spatial information in addition to radial spatial information.
Moreover, it can be further calculated between different rings
for a redundant representation of the spatial layout. Based on
the RIM, we further propose an RIM_FV_RPP feature for object
detection. For an image region, we first densely extract RIM fea-
tures from overlapping blocks; then, these RIM features are
encoded into Fisher vectors; finally, a pyramid pooling strategy
that hierarchically accumulates Fisher vectors in ring subregions
is used to encode richer spatial information while maintaining
rotation invariance. Both of the RIM and RIM_FV_RPP are
rotation invariant. Experiments on airplane and car detection in
optical remote sensing images demonstrate the superiority of our
feature to the state of the art.

Index Terms— Feature extraction, Fisher vector, object
detection, ring pyramid pooling (RPP), rotation-invariant
matrix (RIM).

I. INTRODUCTION

FEATURE extraction is an important procedure in many
visual tasks [1]–[4]. In optical remote sensing images,

detecting objects with arbitrary orientations is a major chal-
lenge. To handle this challenge, the most direct way is to aug-
ment training set by rotating objects with multiple orientations
so as to train a rotation-invariant classifier [5]. However, due to
the loss of spatial information, this method has a complicated
feature space and thus increases the difficulty in learning a
discriminative classifier.

To alleviate this problem, Zhang et al. [1] extended the
histograms of oriented gradients (HOGs) [6] by aligning an
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Fig. 1. Spatial division used for calculating the proposed RIM, (a) an image is
divided into 8 sectors, (b) is a rotated image version of (a), (c) is an illustration
of dividing the image region into several concentric rings and each ring is
further divided into several sectors.

image region with an estimated dominant orientation. Simi-
larly, Chen et al. [7] proposed to input an rotated image into
a deep belief net by computing the main axis of an aircraft.
However, the dominant orientation estimation is not always
accurate enough, so the stability of the extracted features is
not guaranteed.

Lazebnik et al. [8] proposed to construct rotation-invariant
features by accumulating histograms of intensities or radial
gradient orientations (RGOs) in several concentric rings.
However, their ring-shaped pooling strategy only incorporates
radial spatial information while discarding angular spatial
information. As a result, the obtained features are not discrim-
inative enough. Lin et al. [9] proposed radial gradient angle to
describe the rotation-invariant attribute of each pixel by com-
puting the difference between the radial angle and the domi-
nant gradient orientation around each pixel. However, it lacks
structural information and thus has poor discrimination.

To encode richer spatial information while holding the
rotation invariance, we propose a novel feature extraction
method. The contribution lies in three aspects: 1) we pro-
pose the rotation-invariant matrix (RIM) to incorporate partial
angular spatial information while being rotation invariant;
2) Fisher vector [10] is used to encode the RIM feature for a
stronger discriminative ability; and 3) finally, we hierarchically
accumulate Fisher vectors in a ring pyramid schema to incor-
porate more spatial information while maintaining the rotation
invariance. These aborative designs help to improve the dis-
criminative ability of the proposed feature. The experimental
evaluations on airplane and car detection in optical remote
sensing images demonstrate its effectiveness.

II. ROTATION-INVARIANT FEATURE CONSTRUCTION

A. Rotation-Invariant Matrix
For an image region R, we divide it into s sectors

{T1, T2, . . . , Ts}, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Denoting
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{ f1, f2, . . . , fs} as the feature vectors computed from
these sectors, then the image region R can be described
by a feature matrix MR = [ f T

1 ; f T
2 ; . . . ; f T

s ]. In this way,
when the image is rotated by (2π/s) as shown in Fig. 1(b),
the corresponding rotated region R′ can be described
by the feature matrix MR′ = [ f

′T
1 ; f

′T
2 ; . . . ; f

′T
s ]. Suppose

the feature vector fi computed from each sector is rotation
invariant, then we have f

′T
1 = f T

2 , f
′T
2 = f T

3 , . . . , f
′T
s = f T

1 .
Apparently, MR′ is the circular row permutation of MR .
Denoting Pij as the permutation matrix which exchanges
the i th and j th rows of a matrix, then MR′ =
P(s−1)s . . . P23 P12MR . Since PT

i j Pi j = I , where I denotes the
identity matrix, the following equation holds:

MT
R′ MR′ = (P(s−1)s . . . P12 MR)T (P(s−1)s . . . P12 MR)

= (
MT

R PT
12 . . . PT

(s−1)s

)
(P(s−1)s . . . P12 MR)

= MT
R PT

12 . . .
(

PT
(s−1)s P(s−1)s

)
. . . P12 MR

= MT
R MR . (1)

It is clear that the rotation variance is eliminated by the matrix
multiplication. Therefore, MT

R MR is rotation invariant as long
as the feature vector fi of each sector is rotation invariant.
We call MT

R MR as RIM. As it is calculated on features from
different sectors, it can incorporate angular spatial information
to some extent while maintaining the rotation invariance,
resulting in a high discrimination.

In this letter, two kinds of rotation-invariant features are
used for each sector, although RIM is independent of the
specific choice of rotation-invariant features. The first one
accumulates a histogram of RGOs, which are calculated on
the radial local coordinate systems [8]. As each local coor-
dinate system is constructed independent of image rotation,
the RGO is rotation invariant theoretically. The other one
aggregates a histogram of radial gradient angles (RGAs) [9].
Along with image rotation, the gradient orientation and the
radial angle will simultaneously change with the same angle,
and hence, their difference, RGA, is invariant to in-plane
rotation. Due to the space limit, please refer to [8] and [9] for
more details about these two rotation invariants. In the follow-
ing, we show how to effectively combine these two rotation-
invariant histograms to acquire more mutual information.

To incorporate radial spatial information into the RIM,
we consider to further divide the image region into several
concentric rings [Fig. 1(c)] and extract multiple RIMs from
these rings. Suppose the feature matrices based on RGA and
RGO in the i th ring are MAi and MOi respectively, we can
obtain various RIMs in the following ways:

(a) MAT
i MAi and MOT

i MOi ∀i

(b) MAT
i MA j and MOT

i MO j i �= j

(c) MAT
i MO j ∀i, j. (2)

The final RIM feature collects all the elements in (2) with
different rings. Note that the RIM in the first row of (2) is
a semipositive definite symmetric matrix, and hence, we just
use its upper triangular elements. The matrices in the second
and the third rows provide redundant information of the spatial

layout, which is useful in improving the descriptive ability of
the RIM feature.

Algorithm 1 RIM Feature Construction
Input: Image Region R
Output: RIM Feature X
1: Divide R into several rings, which will be partitioned into

several sectors again;
2: Calculate the histograms of RGA and RGO for each sector,

then L1 normalize these histograms;
3: Construct the feature matrices M Ai and M Oi for each

ring and calculate multiple RIMs according to Eq. (2);
4: L2 normalize the elements of each RIM and collect all of

them as the final feature X .

It is worth to point out that there are some tricks in
constructing the RIM feature: 1) when dividing the image
region into rings, we try to keep the number of image pixels in
each ring approximately identical; 2) similar to scale-invariant
feature transform (SIFT), each gradient orientation contributes
to its four neighboring sectors for histogram accumulation;
3) before constructing the feature matrix, L1 normalization is
used for the histogram of each sector; and 4) L2 normalization
is used for each RIM in (2). According to our experiments, all
these four tricks help to improve its discriminative ability and
robustness. Algorithm 1 gives the pseudocode of the procedure
to extract the RIM feature.

RIM can be directly used to describe the whole object
region; however, this low-level representation is not discrimi-
native sufficiently. Therefore, we consider to use RIM features
to densely describe overlapping blocks, which are further
encoded into Fisher vectors [10] for stronger discrimination.

B. Rotation-Invariant Matrix With Fisher Vector

Suppose K Gaussian models are generated by the Gaussian
mixture model from a training set of the principal component
analysis (PCA) reduced RIM features, ωk, μk , and σ 2

k , respec-
tively, denote the mixture weight, mean vector, and variance
vector of the kth Gaussian distribution (assuming that the
covariance matrix is diagonal). For a reduced RIM feature xi ,
its Fisher vector consists of the gradients of each Gaussian Gxi

μk
and Gxi

σk
as follows:

Gxi
μk

= γi (k)√
ωk

(
xi − μk

σk

)

Gxi
σk

= γi (k)√
2ωk

[
(xi − μk)

2

σ 2
k

− 1

]
(3)

where γi (k) = ((ωk fk(xi ; μk, σk))/(
∑K

j=1 ω j f j (xi ; μ j , σ j )))
is the probability of xi belonging to the kth Gaussian. Suppose
the dimension of xi is D, then its Fisher vector will be
a 2DK -dimensional feature vector.

Fig. 2 shows the whole pipeline of our feature construction.
First, the input image is densely partitioned into overlapping
blocks and RIM features are extracted from these blocks; then
applying PCA to these RIM features and the reduced features
are subsequently encoded into Fisher vectors; finally, a ring
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Fig. 2. Pipeline of constructing the proposed RIM_FV_RPP feature.

pyramid pooling (RPP) strategy dividing the image into ring
subregions is used to accumulate Fisher vectors, respectively.
Note that the final feature, which we call RIM_FV_RPP,
is rotation invariant naturally due to the rotation invariance
of RIM, Fisher Vector and RPP. Densely extracted RIM
features could provide redundant structure information of the
image region, and the incorporated Fisher vector leads to a
higher discriminative ability; moreover, RPP encodes richer
spatial information. Due to these facts, our feature has a very
strong discriminative ability for rotated objects, which we will
show in the following experiments.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup

Two data sets are used to evaluate our method.

1) The airplane data set [11] consists of 50 training and
50 testing images (about 1000×800 pixels) downloaded
from the Google Earth. To accelerate the detection
speed, binarized normed gradients [12] are first used to
generate airplane proposals. As the sizes of airplanes
range from 700 to 25 488 pixels, three square windows
in the sizes of {39 × 39, 75 × 75, 135 × 135} are used
to generate proposals, which are subsequently resized
to 32 × 32 for feature extraction.

2) The TAS data set [13], [14] includes 30 aerial
images (about 792×636 pixels) with 1319 labeled cars.
Since this data set provides proposals with a fixed size
of 45 × 45, we directly use them for detection. As the
experimental settings in [13], fivefold cross validation
is performed. We report the average performance across
all folds.

We extract a feature vector from each proposal and fit it into
a classifier (linear support vector machine (SVM) is used in
this letter) for object detection. When the intersection over
union [15] between a proposal and an arbitrary groundtruth
bounding box exceeds 0.5, the proposal is regraded as a
positive; otherwise, it is treated as a negative. We consider
to select hard negatives to train a discriminative classifier.

TABLE I

PARAMETER SETTINGS OF THE PROPOSED FEATURE

It first randomly selects partial training negatives for learning
an original classifier; then, the classifier is applied to all
training negatives and outputs their scores; subsequently, these
negatives are sorted in a descending order by their scores
and the top n negatives (i.e., hard negatives) are chosen to
train the final classifier. n is set according to the original ratio
between positives and negatives. For the airplane data set, n
is 6N , while for the car data set, n is 2N , where N denotes
the number of training positives. Finally, a nonmaximum
suppression procedure [16] is used to remove overlapping
proposals. We evaluate the detection performance by average
precision (AP), which is widely used in object detection.

B. Parameter Evaluation

RIM_FV_RPP totally has eight parameters needed to be
evaluated, including the number of rings r , sectors s and his-
togram bins b for RIM, the size bs of each block, the stride st
of overlapping blocks, the reduced dimension d by PCA,
the number of mixture Gaussians g, and the pyramid levels l.
When evaluating these parameters, we only adjust one and
keep the others at the best settings. The parameter evaluation
is conducted on the mnist-rot data set [17], which is very
different from the two data sets we used for performance
evaluation. It contains 12 000 and 50 000 handwritten digit
images for training and testing, respectively. Each image with
a fixed size of 28 × 28 is sampled from MNIST and then
randomly rotated.

The error rates with different parameter settings are shown
in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3(a)–(c), dividing the block
into six rings with eight sectors and aggregating a histogram
with six bins in each sector achieves the lowest error rate.
Fig. 3(d) and (e) shows that extracting RIM features in large
overlapping blocks efficiently decreases the error rate, and the
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Fig. 3. Parameters evaluation on the mnist-rot data set. (a) Parameter r . (b) Parameter s. (c) Parameter b. (d) Parameter bs. (e) Parameter st . (f) Parameter d.
(g) Parameter g. (h) Parameter l. (i) The influence of redundant information representation.

TABLE II

APs OF DIFFERENT METHODS ON AIRPLANE DETECTION

lowest error rate can be obtained at bs = 20 and st = 1.
As shown in Fig. 3(f), the best performance is achieved at
a dimension as low as d = 160. Fig. 3(g) shows that our
method only needs a small number of Gaussians and setting
g = 60 could get the lowest error rate. From Fig. 3(h),
the RPP with l = 2 helps to further decrease the error
rate. As a summary, Table I lists the final parameter settings,
and we keep them consistent in the subsequent experiments.
RGA_FV_RPP or RGO_FV_RPP shows the result of using
RGA or RGO, respectively. The results in Fig. 3(i) demon-
strate that combining these two rotation invariants could get
better performance than using a single one, which further
shows the redundant representation in (2) helps to improve
the discriminative ability.

C. Performance Evaluation

Table II lists the results of different methods on airplane
detection. HOG [6] performs the worst in all the methods.
RIM performs better than HOG, increasing more than 45% AP.
Once using RIM to form RIM_FV_RPP, a better performance
can be achieved. By comparison, we also implement an
SIFT_FV_RPP method by replacing RIM with SIFT [18].
As can be seen, RIM_FV_RPP achieves 9.13% higher AP
than SIFT_FV_RPP. Besides Fisher vector, vectors of locally
aggregated descriptors [19] are also a very popular method
for incorporating low-level features. As a result, we imple-
ment a method called RIM_VLAD_RPP. It can be seen
that RIM_FV_RPP performs better than RIM_VLAD_RPP.

TABLE III

APs OF DIFFERENT METHODS ON THE TAS DATA SET

For all these evaluated features, they are implemented based
on vlfeat [20]. Meanwhile, liblinear [21] is used as our SVM
classifier. The best reported results of this data set are those
from [4] and [11]; however, as the rotation invariance is
ignored in these methods, their performance is even worse
than using only RIM feature. The best result is obtained
by RIM_FV_RPP, which obtains 92.48% AP.

Table III lists the results of different methods on car
detection. HOG only achieves 40.5% AP with a linear SVM.
Vedaldi et al. [22] learned the equivariant structured SVM
to incorporate the rotation invariance, which improves
AP to 75.7%. Schmidt and Roth [23] proposed a novel frame-
work to learn transformation-invariant features. Liu et al. [24]
builded rotation-invariant features in a Fourier space. Although
all these methods [22]–[24] can deal with rotation problem,
the higher performance on the TAS data set could be achieved
by RIM_FV_RPP.

From Tables II and III, RIM_FV_RPP performs bet-
ter than RIM. This shows the necessity of encoding RIM
into a more discriminative representation. Compared with
RIM_VLAD_RPP, higher APs are achieved by RIM_FV_RPP
on airplane and car detection. This demonstrates that the Fisher
vector technique is more suitable for the RIM feature. In addi-
tion, RIM_FV_RPP performs better than SIFT_FV_RPP on
both two data sets. This comparison could demonstrate the
higher descriptive ability of RIM. Finally, RIM_FV_RPP
performs the best among all the methods on the two data
sets, showing its strong discrimination for rotated objects.
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Fig. 4. Some detection results by RIM_FV_RPP. (a) Airplanes. (b) Cars.
True positives are indicated in red and false positives are indicated in cyan,
and the undetected objects are indicated by blue bounding box.

The superior performance of our method demonstrates the
importance of incorporating rotation invariance in feature
design. Fig. 4 shows some airplane and car detection results.
Although the extracted proposal centers are not the actual
object centers, most objects with arbitrary orientations are
detected by RIM_FV_RPP with only a few false positives.
This shows the good robustness of RIM_FV_RPP to small
translation. As shown in Fig. 4(b), some cars in shadow
are successfully detected, demonstrating RIM_FV_RPP’s good
robustness to the brightness change.

IV. CONCLUSION

A novel feature is proposed to detect rotated objects in
optical remote sensing images. Under the requirement of the
rotation invariance, we construct the RIM to incorporate richer
spatial information. Instead of directly using RIM to extract
features for object detection, we use it as a low-level feature in
a feature encoding framework. First, we use RIM to describe
overlapping blocks densely partitioned from an image region;
then, these RIM features are reduced by PCA and subsequently
encoded into Fisher vectors; in the end, a rotation-invariant
RPP strategy is used to incorporate spatial information. These
well-designed procedures make the proposed feature not only
rotation invariant but also with strong discriminative ability.
Experiments on airplane/car detection in aerial images show
the superiority of our method.
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